Thank you, Mr. Chairman and esteemed members of the Committee, I am honored to be here today to address an issue that is burdening patients, taxpayers, and those trying to help them.

The supply chain for medicine is riddled with perverse incentives, and marked by sky-rocketing prices. We see persistently rising prices on the medications people depend on, day after day, to treat widespread problems such as diabetes, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and opioid addiction. Key aspects of the problem can be traced to the industry that lies at the center of drug pricing—pharmacy benefit managers, or PBMs.
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Historically, PBMs operated as claims processors, just handling the paperwork. But 15 years ago, when Medicare coverage expanded to include prescription drugs, PBMs offered to help health plans negotiate with drug companies for better prices.

But instead of prices coming down, prices of many drugs dramatically increased. For example, the prices of 65 common medicines have almost tripled, just during those 15 years. There are many contributing factors, but PBMs have been in the middle of it.

So how did this happen? How did PBMs—which were supposed to help negotiate lower prices—end up helping to inflate drug prices instead? Rather than act as honest brokers for the health plans, PBMs have acted in their own self-interest. And as it turns out, their own interests are not aligned with low prices.

Quite simply, higher prices put more dollars into a PBM’s pockets. When the starting price of a drug rises, and the PBM negotiates a rebate, the PBM appears successful. It’s like a store that raises the price of a coat before putting it on sale. The markdown looks like a great bargain; but it’s not. In addition, the PBM often keeps a percentage of the rebate, so it gets to pocket more.

All of this might not be so bad if no one actually paid that high list price. But people do. Many consumers have what are called high-deductible plans, in which they pay that high list price out of their pockets until they reach a certain threshold; other plans require that patients pay a percentage of the high list price for what is known as co-insurance. And many Americans don’t have coverage for prescription drugs, even if they have health insurance.

I mentioned raising the price of a coat before you put it on sale. It gets worse. Imagine if the price jump is higher than the sale discount. That’s what’s happening with medicine. Medicine prices are rising faster than rebates. Between 2010 and 2017 in Medicare, prices for particular drugs after rebate still rose 313% on average. We are buying the same coat, but it is costing us more and more. And a significant portion of that price increase is going to PBMs.
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A PBM may be brokering deals for a health plan, but it is a strange relationship. PBMs refuse to tell the health plans—their own clients—the details of the deals they are making. Neither health plans, nor the government, nor the market has any disclosure. Given their monopoly over pricing information, and the fact that just three PBMs control most of the market, PBMs are setting the terms of almost every arrangement. It is not a free or fair market.

And despite the fact that PBMs should be serving as honest brokers for the health plans, PBMs also ask drug companies for side payments—again, payments that rise when the price of the drug rises. And they vigorously deny having a fiduciary or any other type of duty to act in the best interests of the health plan and its patients.

So, what so PBMs do to protect their income stream of rebates and side payments? PBMs stand at the center. As well as negotiating prices, PBMs help decide if patients will be reimbursed and how much they will be reimbursed. So, when dealing with drug companies, PBMs can offer to exclude a drug company’s competitor or make it harder for patients to get the competitor’s medicine. As a result, less-expensive medicines are disadvantaged, and patients are channeled into higher-priced drugs.

Although the pharmaceutical supply chain is complex, the overview of these aspects of the problem can be summarized fairly simply: PBMs are able to exploit their role at the center to extract dollars and channel the system towards higher-priced drugs. Patients and taxpayers must pick up the bill.
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